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Abstract—Estimating interference from large digital blocks,
and its effect on on-chip power-distribution networks, is extremely important in deep submicron digital and mixed-signal
IC design, especially for systems-on-a-chip. In this paper, we
present automated extraction techniques that can be used to generate families of small, time-varying macromodels of digital cell
libraries from SPICE-level descriptions. Our automated digital
aggressor macromodeling for interference noise (ADAMIN)
approach is based on importing and adapting the time-varying
Padé method, for linear time-varying model reduction, from the
mixed-signal macromodeling domain. Our approach features
naturally higher accuracy than previous ones and, in addition,
offers the user a tradeoff between accuracy and macromodel
complexity. Extracted macromodels capture a variety of noise
and (
) drops
interference mechanisms, including
for power rails. Using ADAMIN as a core, it is expected that
library-characterization methodologies will evolve to include extracted, accurate-by-construction interference noise macromodels
for digital cell blocks. Experimental results indicate speedups
of several orders of magnitude over full SPICE-level circuits,
with prediction accuracies considerably superior to those from
commonly-used current-source-based aggressor models.
Index Terms—Aggressor, digital switching, glitch, interference,
substrate noise, supply noise, victim.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N DIGITAL and mixed-signal circuit design today, interference noise has become of serious concern. This phenomenon is caused by current transients due to the synchronized
switching of thousands or millions of digital gates. As illustrated in Fig. 1, which depicts a simplified systems-on-a-chip
(SoC), these injected currents and associated voltage fluctuations travel from digital aggressors through power/ground lines,
as well as through the chip’s substrate, to victim circuits on the
chip. Victims can include digital circuitry, as well as sensitive
analog/mixed-signal circuitry, on the chip.
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It is widely expected that the interference noise problem
will become of even greater concern in the future. With device
technology advances, more and more transistors are packed on
single chips, resulting in increased switching currents being
drawn into the same physical area. Faster switching leads to
increasing inductive noise in power supply grids, while falling
supply voltages also lead to reduced noise margins.
To assess and circumvent such problems prior to fabrication, reliable analysis of interference noise needs to be conducted during the design and verification process. There are
two major components to this task: extracting appropriately accurate models of power grid and substrate parasitic networks,
and estimating the currents injected by digital aggressors blocks
into these parasitic networks. As illustrated in Fig. 2, it is only
by simulating the interactions of the aggressor-injected currents
on the parasitic networks that reliable estimates of interference
noise can be obtained. Note that the currents injected by the
digital aggressors are dependent on the parasitic networks they
are connected to, since the interference they cause (e.g., noisy
supply voltages) feeds back and modifies their own operation.
While there has been considerable interest and activity in the
parasitic extraction problem for power grids, there appear to
have been few structured attempts to produce smaller, simpler
models of large aggressor clusters that reproduce their aggregate interference effects to reasonable accuracy, yet are many
orders of magnitude faster than SPICE-level simulation (a brief
review of relevant prior approaches is provided in Section II).
This is perhaps not surprising, since the nonlinearity, switching
characteristics and complex interconnectivity of digital blocks
make them considerably less amenable to the purely linear techniques that have so far constituted the mainstay of model-reduction methods. As noted further in Section II, existing approaches for creating aggressor macromodels, useful and critically important as they indeed are, nevertheless suffer from
limitations. Important aspects of interference macromodel creation are often manual and rely on ad hoc heuristics, making
it difficult, time-consuming, and error-prone to generate them
for every technology and design style variant. Partly due to
this reason, and also because the underlying mathematical abstractions used can fail to capture nonlinear effects adequately,
the accuracy of interference noise prediction using existing aggressor macromodels can vary widely. Indeed, to our knowledge, there has been no work to date on algorithmic methods
that generate a series of simpler digital aggressor models suitable for power supply network evaluation, starting from SPICElevel circuit descriptions.
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Fig. 1. Simplified illustration of a SoC design. Large blocks of switching digital circuits (aggressors) interfere with circuit operation through two main
mechanisms. The currents drawn by the aggressors cause voltage fluctuations on power and ground lines because of parasitic resistances and inductances. These
voltage fluctuations can cause delays and faulty operation in victim digital and unprotected analog circuits. In addition, currents injected into the semiconductor
substrate can travel long distances and affect sensitive analog circuitry on the same chip.

Fig. 2. Switching activities of digital circuits continuously introduce noise
(shown by dashed lines) to the power supply network, ground network and
substrate. Through these connections, noise impacts the performance of other
circuits on the same chip and even the aggressor circuits themselves.

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a novel approach
toward creating sufficiently accurate, yet fast-to-evaluate, interference noise macromodels of digital aggressors. The key
concept of our approach, automated digital aggressor macromodeling for interference noise (ADAMIN), is to use linear
time-varying (LTV) abstractions to capture important aspects of
digital switching nonlinearity, and to generate these small LTV
macromodels nonmanually, i.e., via appropriate algorithms,
starting from SPICE-level descriptions of digital cells. LTV
abstractions are especially appropriate for modeling digital
aggressors, as they capture the impact of switching activity
well. Indeed, as pointed out in Section II, ADAMIN-generated
interference macromodels may be considered to subsume,
as special cases, the current-source and ideal-switch-based
interference macromodels in common use today. Furthermore,
LTV abstractions are amenable to automated model-reduction
techniques that provide mathematical metrics of fidelity, such
as matching moments of time-varying transfer functions. To
this end, ADAMIN adapts ideas from the area of nonlinear
RF/mixed-signal macromodeling, particularly the time-varying
Padé (TVP) method of [1], suitably modified and applied to
digital aggressors.

The fundamental concept behind ADAMIN is to view each
digital aggressor block as a box with small-signal interference
inputs and outputs connecting it to the supply grid and to other
external parasitic networks relevant to interference propagation.
Large-signal connections, such as logic inputs and outputs,
clocks, etc., which determine switching behavior, will not
usually be considered to be amongst these small-signal inputs
and outputs, unless interference on those lines is of interest. The
critical impact of such large-signal switching is captured by
the time variation that they induce in the LTV approximation
used by ADAMIN. Given a specific time-sequence of logic
inputs to the aggressor block, ADAMIN generates a small
LTV macromodel that approximates the time-varying transfer
function between the small-signal inputs and outputs. As such,
the macromodel generated is specific to the particular sequence
of logic inputs, or test vector, chosen.
A key problem in interference estimation is the selection of
appropriate test vectors that best represent average or worst-case
interference during typical operation. ADAMIN does not address this problem directly; instead, the automated macromodel
generation capability provided by ADAMIN complements testvector-selection techniques, since ADAMIN can generate accurate interference macromodels for any given test vector. Selection of good representative test vectors is a nontrivial problem,
complicated not only by the combinatorial explosion of input
possibilities in large digital circuits, but also by the complex
technology and circuit-structure dependent analog interactions
that come together to determine interference noise. Although
ADAMIN is orthogonal to the test-vector selection process at
the logic propagation level, it provides an excellent means to
capture and quickly estimate technology and circuit-dependent
aspects of interference noise. Therefore, combined tightly with
statistical or worst-case test-vector identification approaches at
the logic and digital timing level, we expect that ADAMIN will
prove itself to computationally useful in helping to filter out and
synthesize, in a hierarchical manner, promising test vectors for
worst-case interference in a given extracted design.
Although not central to the present work, we also anticipate
that further development of ADAMIN to generate macromodels that are parametrized with respect to test vector timing,
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together with integration with static timing analysis and other
statistical/worst-case interference vector identification techniques, will enable effective hierarchical library methodologies
to address the totality of the interference noise problem. In
its present state, it is expected that ADAMIN will already
be of significant practical use in industrial practice, serving
to generate drop-in replacements much more accurate than
the simpler models currently used. Note that heuristics for
worst-case test excitations are typically already present in such
methodologies; the same vectors can be used for generating
ADAMIN macromodels that are much more accurate.
ADAMIN features several attractive properties. Being based
on algorithms and an underlying mathematical formulation (i.e.,
LTV approximations of the full system) appropriate for the interference problem, ADAMIN enables bottom-up extraction at
a level of accuracy and automation significantly superior to prior
approaches. Macromodel generation via ADAMIN does not depend on a priori knowledge of surrounding supply networks.
ADAMIN automatically incorporates second-order and postextraction effects in the aggressors, especially important for accuracy in interference noise prediction. Though used in this paper
for supply noise prediction, simple extensions to ADAMIN can
produce a single interference macromodel capturing all interference mechanisms, including substrate coupling, if the mechanisms are modeled in the full circuit. As such, ADAMIN constitutes a sustainable core technique applicable to new devices and
technologies of the future. Finally, ADAMIN generates macromodels incrementally in size and accuracy; this makes it possible to utilize size-versus-accuracy tradeoffs with the macromodels it generates.
In this paper, we apply ADAMIN to estimating simultaneous
switching noise (SSN) and IR drops in power supply networks.
Our results confirm speedups of several orders of magnitude
even for relatively small blocks, delivering accuracies well
under 20%, and typically around 5%. With such characteristics,
ADAMIN demonstrates promise as a basic core for enabling
an accurate, fast, general, sustainable and easily adaptable
methodology for interference noise prediction, requiring relatively small changes to cell characterization methodologies,
but enabling generation of bottom-up accurate-by-construction
models for power supply and substrate noise analysis.
Though our experiments in this paper use SPICE-level
transient simulation to evaluate speedups from ADAMIN-generated macromodels, it is likely that similar speedups will
result in other simulators (e.g., recent “fast” simulators such as
HSIM, NanoSim, or switch-level simulators such as ATTSIM,
PowerMill, etc). This is due to the fact that a key aspect
of digital system structure, i.e., the large-scale repetition of
blocks, remains substantially similar when full blocks are
replaced by their ADAMIN interference macromodels. Since
each ADAMIN macromodel simulates much faster than the
original SPICE-level circuit, speedup and accuracy benefits
stemming from ADAMIN-generated macromodels may be
expected across a variety of simulation engines.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first
provide a brief review of previous work in Section II. In Section III, we describe ADAMIN. Application examples and simulation results are presented in Section IV.

Fig. 3.

Equivalent switching circuit proposed by Chen and Ling in [4].

II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS APPROACHES TOWARDS DIGITAL
AGGRESSOR MACROMODELLING
In principle, full SPICE-level circuit representations of digital aggressors could be used to capture nonlinear switching and
interference behavior in detail, but this is impractical because
the numbers of transistors in modern digital circuits can easily
reach tens or even hundreds of millions. Therefore, smaller- and
faster-to-evaluate macromodels for estimating the interference
of digital blocks have been sought. By replacing SPICE-level
representations of digital blocks with corresponding macromodels, and simulating them together with power grid and
substrate parasitics, useful estimates of interference can be
obtained in practice.
As indicated earlier in Section I, two major interference transmission mechanisms are coupling through the power supply grid
drops and
noise] and coupling through the sub[
strate (capacitive coupling from aggressors to the substrate, followed by distributed propagation through a resistive/capacitive
substrate). Most previous approaches to developing aggressor
macromodels have tended to specialize for one mechanism or
the other. In this paper, we focus on work relevant to the supply
grid interference problem.
Dharchoudhury et al. [2] proposed an interference macromodel for power/ground networks consisting of independent,
ideal current sources for each cell. The current-source waveform is obtained by simulating the SPICE-level circuit description with a perfect power supply voltage and storing the current
value at every time point in a vector. This approach approximates the nonlinear problem by a simple linear one and makes
possible the analysis of large blocks of logic, unaffordable using
full SPICE-level circuits. Ideal current source macromodels are,
however, a very simple approximation that are unable to capture loading effects of the surrounding networks. Not capturing
the impact of power supply voltage variations on the macromodel’s current can introduce significant errors; for example,
power supply voltage swings of 10% can result in transient current swing changes of 30%. The ease with which generation of
such models can be automated is a great attraction of this approach, which has enjoyed widespread adoption within the industry. A similar approach was proposed for capturing substrate
noise injection by van Heijningen et al. [3].
A different approach toward interference macromodeling was
proposed by Chen and Ling [4]; as depicted in Fig. 3, their
macromodel for digital blocks utilizes capacitors controlled by
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ADAMIN macromodel of a digital cell.

ideal switches (with on/off resistances) to imitate the switching
behavior of digital cells. Aspects of this macromodel constitute
an improvement over current source macromodels, in that the
current supplied by the macromodel can change depending on
the loading of the power/ground network. However, this macromodel can in fact be less accurate than the current-source macromodel; for example, when a perfect supply network is connected
to it, the waveform predicted by the current-source macromodel
is more accurate, having been derived from full SPICE-level
simulation of the block. Chen and Ling’s macromodel, which
is based on templates of capacitors and switches, can be considered to be essentially a manual macromodeling approach aided
by simulations and heuristics, relying as it does on human understanding of the circuit block and its switching characteristics.
It is instructive to note how the ADAMIN-generated macromodels of this paper subsume these prior approaches for
aggressor macromodeling, building on their positive features while circumventing their disadvantages. To imitate the
switching behavior of digital cells, the approach exemplified
by [4] uses capacitors connected by ideal switches. Switched
capacitors (and resistors) constitute a very simple LTV model;
ADAMIN can, therefore, be considered to be an algorithmic
extension of this approach, which not only produces more
refined time-varying models, but also overcomes the other
disadvantages of [4], notably the large-network problem for big
blocks.
The simpler but more automated and more popular approach
of [2], which employs an ideal current source to represent each
block, also constitutes a (trivial) simplification of an ADAMINgenerated macromodel: referring to Fig. 4, the current source of
[2] is simply the ADAMIN-macromodel with the small-signal
LTV network omitted.
III. ADAMIN
The objective of ADAMIN is to extract a small macromodel,
useful for predicting supply interference, from a detailed description of the digital aggressor block. Since interference is a
highly analog phenomenon, often depending on details such as
the transient loading, drive and charge storage characteristics of
the digital block, a natural starting point for ADAMIN is the
full SPICE-level circuit description of the digital block. Such

Fig. 5. In the LTV digital aggressor macromodeling process, logic inputs of
digital cell are defined as large-signal inputs and the noise in the power and
ground line are defined as small-signal inputs.

descriptions are typically heavily used during cell library design and characterization, hence are easily available. The main
utility of ADAMIN lies in its ability to automatically abstract
good interference models from these descriptions, a task that is
very challenging to perform manually.
SPICE-level circuit descriptions are, in essence, systems of
nonlinear differential-algebraic equations (DAEs). A general
system of DAEs, suitable for circuits, that represents the digital
aggressor block (e.g., see Fig. 5) under consideration is

(1)
In (1),
represents a size- vector of unknowns;
and
are vector nonlinear functions representing charge/flux and
is a vector of external input
current terms, respectively;
or forcing signals (such as logic and clock inputs for digital
and
are small-signal interference noise inblocks).
puts and outputs to the system, respectively; for the purposes of
ADAMIN, they represent variables describing the block’s connections to the (external) supply grid. The size of the vectors
in (1) is expected to be large, since (1) represents a large block
consisting of many digital gates. The utility of the form of (1)
is that it encompasses any kind of circuit or system, subsuming
all technologies, circuit topologies and design styles of interest.
In order to capture switching nonlinearities with LTV
abstractions, ADAMIN adapts ideas from the area of nonlinear RF/mixed-signal macromodeling. In particular, the TVP
method [1], suitably modified for the digital aggressor context,
is applied. In this section, we describe the use of TVP for
generating time-varying interference macromodels of digital
aggressors.
The first step in ADAMIN is to simulate the full circuit description [i.e., (1)] at the SPICE level, using transient analysis
(e.g., [6], [7]) or periodic steady-state analysis (e.g., [8]–[12])
for one or a few clock cycles. This simulation is performed for
a given vector of logic inputs, using nominal or ideal values of
;
the power supply connected to the block, as captured in
information about the surrounding supply network is not necessary for this simulation and subsequent macromodel extraction.
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Once the simulation has been carried out, detailed waveforms
for all nodes and branch currents are available. It is also necessary to store and access a number of simulator-internal matrices
[see (2)]; for this reason, access to the internals of a well-structured circuit simulator is required for ADAMIN to be implemented.
Once the transient solution is available, (1) is linearized in a
time-varying fashion [1] around this solution1 to obtain

(2)

Fig. 6. ADAMIN-reduced circuit of a digital aggressor block connected to
V through a resistor.

The LTV approximation of the full nonlinear system (1) in
representing linearized deviations
represented in (2), with
from the full nonlinear solution. The sizes of the matrices and
vectors in (1) and (2), are identical, corresponding to the size
of the full aggressor block.
TVP [1] essentially converts (2) into a system of similar
form but of much smaller size, which nevertheless replicates
the LTV transfer function of (2) to within a desired accuracy.
It achieves this by applying efficient Krylov-subspace-based
numerical techniques (e.g., [13]–[15]) to reduce (2) to the form

are added to augment (3), creating a single interacting system
that can be simulated speedily to capture interference interactions between the aggressor and the supply network. The imporand
lies in that
tance of the input and output variables
they constitute the interface between the aggressor macromodel
and the supply network. For example, with (3) representing the
boxed digital aggressor in Fig. 6, the modified nodal equations
of the reduced system (including the simple supply network) become

(4)
(3)
represents the reduced state vector of the macroIn (3),
.
is a small square matrix of
model; it is of size
size that captures the system’s dynamics, while
and
are block-vectors (i.e., rectangular matrices with as many sizecolumns as there are inputs and outputs in
and
, respectively, that capture the connections of the inputs and outputs, respectively, to the system. This macromodel, depicted in Fig. 4,
is used as a replacement for the original for interference noise
prediction purposes in ADAMIN.
A key step in creating useful digital aggressor noise macroand the
models via ADAMIN is to designate the “inputs”
of (1)–(3) appropriately. It is the deviations from
“outputs”
nominal behavior of the power, ground and substrate interfaces
that constitute the inputs and outputs of interest. For example,
as depicted in Fig. 5, the input may be taken to be the voltage
and ground nodes, with the output
noise at the block’s local
the resulting changes in current drawn; or vice versa. The main
utility of the macromodel is to approximate the transfer function between inputs and outputs well. With the use of multiple
and
are small vectors], a single
input/output ports [i.e.,
accurate macromodel can be used to capture power grid interference, substrate coupling and other interactions. Because the
simple aggressor models can be embedded with power grid and
substrate parasitics and the entire network simulated as a whole,
the methodology captures feedback and bidirectional interactions between the aggressors and the supply network.
Once the reduced system (3), i.e., the ADAMIN-generated
interference macromodel, is available, it is used to replace the
original circuit (1). The external supply network’s equations
1For simplicity of exposition, we illustrate the time-varying linear case here;
weakly nonlinear extensions (e.g., [1]) can also be applied for greater accuracy.

Interference/simultaneous switching noise (SSN) noise at any
point in the circuit can then be obtained by simulating this small
ordinary differential equation (ODE) system. Any simulation
technique, whether time or frequency domain, that is applicable
to differential equation systems may be used; in this work, we
use SPICE-like transient simulation, but the reduced system
may equally well be simulated in fast simulation engines, such
as timing-level simulators, HSIM, NanoSim, etc., for additional
speed gains.
A number of features of the above procedure make ADAMIN
particularly suitable as a core component of interference prediction methodologies:
• Automated bottom-up generation: In contrast to today’s
ad hoc manual approaches for aggressor noise macromodel generation, ADAMIN is based on algorithms
that, starting from SPICE-level descriptions of gates and
digital blocks, extract small time-varying macromodels.
This makes it possible to employ it as the core of a highly
automated, convenient-to-apply interference prediction
methodology.
• Correct underlying mathematical representations:
ADAMIN generates general LTV aggressor noise macromodels. These abstractions are appropriate for accurate
representation of nonlinear switching systems that feature moderate swings at some inputs and outputs, such
as power, ground, and substrate contact nodes. When
ADAMIN-generated models are embedded in parasitic
networks, they capture the bidirectional impact of noise
feedback on the injected currents correctly. The time
variation can be parametrized so that shifts in clock inputs
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to a block can be incorporated easily without regeneration
of the macromodel. Further, macromodels generated are
in the form of a linear or weakly nonlinear time invariant
block followed by memoryless time variation, making
incorporation in existing tools and methodologies simple.
Modular extraction independent of surrounding environment: Unlike some prior approaches that rely on simulating aggressor blocks within the parasitic environment
that they inject noise into, ADAMIN is modular, requiring
no a-priori knowledge of the surroundings the aggressor
will be embedded in. As a result, aggressor macromodels
can be extracted off-line at the same time as cell library
characterization is performed, and stored as integral parts
of the cell library. The macromodels can then be used
as drop-in replacements for the original blocks for the
purpose of interference noise prediction. As high-performance design typically starts from SPICE-level analysis
of cells during library characterization, this approach fits
well into cell characterization methodologies and design
processes.
Single unified aggressor model for all interference
mechanisms: Also, in contrast to prior approaches,
macromodels generated by ADAMIN can capture all
interference mechanisms of interest. These include, but
and
drops in power
are not limited to,
supply networks, the major noise injection mechanisms
for today’s technologies. ADAMIN is easily extensible to
other interference mechanisms such as substrate noise.
Smooth accuracy versus evaluation speed tradeoff:
ADAMIN incrementally generates macromodels of increasing size and accuracy, making it possible to obtain
a family of models featuring a smooth accuracy/speed
tradeoff. In addition, the resolution of time variation can
also be changed. It should be noted that one feature of the
interference noise problem is the relatively relaxed levels
of prediction accuracy needed—accuracies within 20%
are considered good—compared to macromodels for, e.g.,
mixed-signal system-level simulation. While ADAMIN
is capable of producing very accurate macromodels if
needed, this additional flexibility can be exploited for
generating particularly fast-to-evaluate ones tailored to
interference noise prediction.
Second-order effects; applicability to new devices,
technologies and device styles: ADAMIN automatically
takes into account second-order effects, directly from
SPICE-level MOSFET models such as BSIM3/4. Being
based on algorithms operating on general systems of
DAEs, ADAMIN applies unchanged to any kind of new
technology or design style. In particular, it is expected
that ADAMIN will be valuable for predicting interference
in nanotechnological systems of the future.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we first apply ADAMIN to a 2000-inverter
digital block with an imperfect power supply network. We
and compare
apply a known voltage noise to the local
current waveforms in order to verify the correctness of our
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Fig. 7. Block consists of 2000 inverters connected to a noisy power supply.

model. Next, we assess ADAMIN on a four-stage carry chain
adder block, comprising gates with multiple logic inputs. We
then apply ADAMIN to analyze interactions between the
digital aggressor and the supply network, by embedding the
2000-inverter digital block within a simple power-grid model.
Finally, we simulate four 2000-inverter blocks together with a
power supply network.
As mentioned earlier, ADAMIN requires access to simulator
internals. For our experiments, we have developed and used
a prototype circuit simulator, written primarily in MATLAB,
for implementing ADAMIN as well as for simulation of the
full circuits and their extracted macromodels. This simulator
includes commonly-used analysis capabilities familiar from
SPICE [6], [7], including dc and transient analyses; it also
includes a number of RF analyses, such as steady-state and
envelope simulation methods. At this point, the simulator lacks
support for BSIM MOS models, hence all simulations in this
paper were carried out using a smoothed version of SPICE’s
Level 1 MOS model, i.e., based on a smoothed, continuous version of the Schichman-Hodges equations. Note that ADAMIN
automatically applies to any kind of model supported by the
simulator in which it is implemented.
A. 2000 Inverter Digital Block: Basic Validation
of Current Perturbations
For basic validation and to illustrate features of ADAMIN,
we first apply a dc voltage perturbation of 0.2 V to the power
of 2 V, chosen as an exsupply line (which has a nominal
ample) via a perturbing voltage source.2 The circuit to be macromodelled, consisting of 2000 inverters, is shown in Fig. 7. The
; this
order of the reduced macromodel is chosen to be
value of brings the macromodel’s computational complexity
to about the same level as that in [2]. The accuracy of the two,
however, is markedly different, as shown in Fig. 8. When the
power supply voltage drops by 10% from its ideal value, the
peak current drops more than 30%. Notice that the current computed using ADAMIN’s macromodel closely matches the full
2To capture time variation, we choose uniform step sizes of 300 ps (1/100
of the clock period) for simplicity. In general, the time step will be determined
dynamically during the model-generation process by the transient simulation
process.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of currents drawn by a full 2000-inverter block (Level
1 MOSFET model), ADAMIN-generated macromodel and a current-source
macromodel [2].

Fig. 10. Simulation of full circuit versus ADAMIN-generated macromodel for
carry-chain adder circuit.

Fig. 9. Carry chain adder block.

circuit’s both in peak value and slope. The former is important
effects.
for IR drops, while the latter is critical for
The ADAMIN macromodel speeds up the simulation by about
60, while the error of the estimated current is only 3.84% compared to the SPICE model.

Fig. 11. Comparison of local V s using ADAMIN-generated macromodel
and full circuit; resistive power grid.

B. Carry-Chain Adder Block: Basic Validation
Fig. 9 depicts a four-stage carry-chain adder block that adds
two four-bit numbers; the internal structure of each block, consisting of 12 MOS devices, is also shown. Once again, an explicit power supply perturbation (from a nominal
of 1.8
V, in this case) of 0.2 V is provided for the simulation, and
the current drawn by the block is considered. Each carry-chain
block was macromodeled separately by ADAMIN (using size
), using the logic drive specific to the block. The macromodels were then assembled to represent the four-block circuit.
Fig. 10 depicts the time-varying currents predicted by macromodel-based simulation, versus those by the full circuit. It can
be seen that despite the small size of the macromodel, there is
reasonable agreement between the two waveforms. Even for this
small circuit, the speedup afforded by the macromodel is well
over two orders of magnitude.
C. 2000-Inverter With Resistive/Inductive Power Grid
Next, the 2000-inverter digital block is simulated together
with a simple power supply network model consisting of a single

resistor. The ADAMIN-generated macromodel obtained from
the first example was used for the digital block. With this setup,
the main advantage of ADAMIN-generated macromodels, i.e.,
their interaction with the supply grid network, can be assessed.
noise generated for two values of the supply resistor are
shown in Fig. 11, with the ADAMIN-generated macromodel
compared against the full circuit. The interference noise prediction error due to the macromodel spans the range 8.63% through
16.99%; such accuracies are typically considered entirely adequate in interference noise estimation.
Next, the impact of inductive supply grid effects was simulated using ADAMIN-generated macromodels of two sizes (
2 and
20), the full circuit, and a current-source macromodel.
Fig. 12 depicts waveforms obtained by co-simulation with a
power grid model with both resistance and inductance.As can
2 macromodel is already considerably supebe seen, the
20 (still
rior to the current-source in terms of accuracy; for
representing a size reduction of about a 100 over the original
circuit), the macromodel’s prediction is almost identical to that
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Fig. 14.

Current drawn by each macromodel.

Fig. 15.

Local V

Fig. 12. Comparison of local V s using ADAMIN-generated macromodel
and full circuit; resistive/inductive power grid.

Fig. 13. Replace the digital blocks of a 8000-inverter circuit with four
macromodels of 2000-inverter-block with different delays.

of the full circuit, correctly capturing both voltage drops and
overshoots due to the inductive component.
A speedup of about 5600 was obtained by using the
ADAMIN-generated macromodels.
D. Multiple Blocks With Staged Delays and Power Grid
Finally, as shown in Fig. 13, an 8000-inverter digital circuit
is replaced with four 2000-inverter macromodels as extracted
for the first example. The supply network’s resistive parasitics
are also shown in Fig. 13. The logic inputs to the four blocks
are staggered in time with delays representing each block’s rise
and fall times. The currents drawn by each block are shown in
Fig. 14, while the combined effect of the currents on the supply
network’s voltage, as delivered to the blocks, is plotted for each
block in Fig. 15. It was not practical to simulate the full circuit in our MATLAB-based prototyping framework; however,
extrapolating speedups obtained from the 2000 inverter block,
macrowe estimate a speedup of about 17 000 for the
model.

at each macromodel.

core, ADAMIN captures switching variations in large blocks
with small, algorithmically-generated macromodels. As a result, ADAMIN macromodels are well suited for assessing the
reliability of power distribution networks. Experimental results
indicate speedups of over four orders of magnitude with accuracies well within 20%.
We are currently extending ADAMIN by developing methods
for hierarchical compaction of LTV macromodels, together
with techniques for parameterizing the timing of test vectors
applied to the aggressors. We expect these additions to tie
together the extraction of interference estimation macromodels
at every level, and to enable deriving whole-chip interference noise analysis in a automated, bottom-up manner with
easily-controlled accuracy/speed tradeoffs.
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